
11.4 SkillBuilder: How to read a map
11.4.1 Tell me

FIGURE 1 Essential map features

BOLTSS

 B border — a box around the map to clearly show its extent

O orientation — a compass direction

  L legend — a key to what the symbols and colours on the 

map stand for

 T title — a clear indication of what the map is about or its 

theme

 S scale — indicates distances on the map compared with the

actual area being shown

 S source — where possible, the information used to make the

map should be sourced

What are maps and why are they useful?
Maps represent parts of the world as if you were
looking down from above. The mapmaker or
cartographer simplifies the plan view from a
vertical aerial photograph or satellite image.
Cartographers use colours and symbols on the
map to show how features such as roads, rivers
and towns are organised in a spatial way. There
are six features that should be included on all
maps. To help us remember these we use the
acronym BOLTSS. Maps are useful to show
features so that we have a deeper understanding
of places. When travelling, maps are essential to navigate unfamiliar places.

FIGURE 2 A section of the Melbourne CBD

Source: Russell Tate / Getty Images Australia
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Understanding map legends
When you look at a map you quickly notice the colours and symbols. The legend, or key, lists and explains
the colours and symbols used on the map. The legend is usually found next to or in a corner of the map, or
it may be located in a special reference section.

Cartographers overcame the difficult task of showing all features of an area on a map by using symbols
and colour to show point symbols (e. g. church), line symbols (e. g. road) and area symbols (e. g. forest).
Many maps use the same symbols to help the reader instantly recognise features; for example, blue
lines to represent rivers. These conventional symbols are usually drawn to look like the objects they are
representing. The many symbols used in atlases and other maps are small. It is important that you keep your
symbols small when making your own maps.

Maps often show features that can be seen from an aeroplane but they also show features that are not
visible from the air.

Model
A good map has BOLTSS:• Border — to show the boundaries of the map• Orientation — to show direction on the map• Legend — to explain the symbols and colours used• Title — to describe what the map is• Scale — to indicate distances on the map• Source — to explain the source of the information for the map.

Importantly, the map must be accurate and neat.

11.4.2 Show me
How to read a map
You will need:• a map of the region being considered (FIGURE 3).

Procedure:
Step 1
Identify and carefully read the title of the map because it will provide you with an understanding of the
information you can expect to see on the map. Sometimes the title tells you the date of the information that
has been mapped. This map has a title that tells us that it is a map of Australia showing major vegetation
types. The colours in the key help us to understand the distribution of vegetation.

Step 2
Next, examine the key. We notice that closed forest is found in about half the area of Tasmania, small
linear coastal tracts along parts of the east coast of mainland Australia and in the Otway region of Victoria.
We could make a similar detailed description of open forest. Looking at the pattern of forests overall we
conclude that only a small area of Australia is forested — less than 10 per cent.
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FIGURE 3 Major vegetation types in Australia

Source: Map taken from http://www.anbg.gov.au/aust-veg/veg-map.html. Reproduced with permission from Sydney University Press
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Checklist
I have:• understood the title• examined all of the parts of the map: key, source, scale, and any annotations and accompanying text• considered the map as a whole.

Video eLesson How to read a map (eles-1634)

Interactivity How to read a map (int-3130)
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11.4.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

11.4 ACTIVITIES
1. Refer to FIGURE 4 to answer the following questions.

(a) What is the average annual rainfall of Cairns?
(b) What is the average annual rainfall of Australia’s state capital cities?
(c) Describe the area of Australia that receives less than 300 mm of annual rainfall.
(d) Describe the distribution of the wettest areas in Australia.

2. Compare FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4.
(a) What types of vegetation are found in the area of Australia that receives less than 300 mm of annual

rainfall?
(b) What is the relationship between high annual rainfall and closed forest?

FIGURE 4 Average annual rainfall
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Source: Bureau of Meteorology
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